INTRODUCTION

EVYAP is a manufacturer in various categories such as soap, shower-gels, shampooing products, skin care creams, scented cosmetics, baby diapers and toothpastes. In this project, the aim is to determine the most suitable inventory control policy for various groups of their products. The expected output of this project is to identify the parameters of appropriate policies for each project through a decision support system that adapts the results with new data.

The first step of the project is an implementation of ABC analysis in order to examine the priority of the products. Secondly, we have implemented different types of inventory control models theoretically and see which model is the best for the company’s need. With the determination of the model, the decision support system is prepared to serve our purpose.

METHODOLOGY

ABC Analysis

In multiproduct inventory systems, not all products have same profitable value. Thus, it is important to differentiate profitable items from unprofitable items. The ABC analysis provides a mechanism for characterizing items that will have a substantial impact on total inventory cost. A traditional ABC analysis divides the whole product portfolio into three categories:

- “A” with tight control on inventory records and reviews of forecasting, demand requirements, order quantities, stock levels and cycle counts frequently
- “B” with similar controls to A items however reviews are less frequent
- “C” with simplest controls and least records

When a finer distinction is needed, more categories could be used. In our case, EVYAP wanted to insert an A+ category to follow that group specially.

For the analysis, we account for two criteria: realized demand and customer importance.

Sensitivity with respect to Customer Groups

EVYAP has eight different customer groups defined with their respective importance weights. We use histograms to observe whether the results of ABC analysis change or not. If there is too much change in the sequence it shows coefficients play an important role during ABC analysis. Histograms are generated for all product groups to observe which groups is directly related with the coefficients.

If we analyse product group 104 we can say that the change in sequence occurs at the lower levels of the sequence which means unimportant products are independent from the coefficients. In general, there are more than 40 products stay same. However, important variations (listed at the beginning of the sequence) are affected by this change. When we applied histogram analysis to first 925 and 950 products, changing is high. Therefore, we proved that coefficients are important for product group 104.

1. Calculation of EOQ Model

EOQ models finds the optimal solution that minimize holding and ordering cost. Most of the companies use this method since it is easy to compute, does not require the data that is hard to obtain, gives a good overall idea.

2. Calculation of Optimal (Q, R) Model

The logic of Q,R Model is that start with initial amount of inventory R, when inventory level drops the level of R, place and order in the amount Q= R for bringing it to initial inventory position and choosing R to meet the demand during lead time is also important for this case.

3. Calculation of (Q, R) with Type 1 Service Level

Determination of penalty cost is an issue for the most companies due to intangible components that it includes. Thus, service level is an alternative substitute for this problem. Type 1 service level focuses on the probability of not stocking out during lead time. The main purpose is to determine R (reorder point) to satisfy given service level α by the company.

4. Twisted Q,R Model

The model is not stated in the textbooks or literature. We have combined different models and wanted to see whether the model helps us to improve our perspective. The remarkable point about the model is it does not suggest high quantity inventory levels like EOQ, and also does not give small quantities like optimal Q,R does. In addition, the model includes the company’s desired service level into account. The different step from the Type 1 service level is we do not set Q= EOQ.

Instead, we use the following formula: \[ Q = \sqrt{\frac{2DS}{C}} \]

Cost Comparison

Cost comparison is one of the important components while determining the method that applied to products.

Decision Support System

Decision support systems are systems that help users to ease their work. In our project, with the request of the company we wanted to use a decision support system that can calculate different models and show their results with comparison. We have decided to use Forms in the VBA Excel. As a starting step, we have created a main menu that would give option to user to be able to choose individual product calculations or calculated product list according to its category (MIP).

CONCLUSION

Consequently, the main purpose of the project is to determination of an inventory control policy which fulfills the firm’s needs. First, priority of products was rated from A to C by the help of ABC Analysis. Second, based on the analysis, several inventory control models are implemented such as EOQ, Optimal (Q, R) Model, (Q, R) with Type 1 Service Level and Twisted (Q, R) Model. The (Q, R) model with Type 1 Service Level is decided as best method which matches with the companies desires. Thus, the safety stock level is determined as a unit of day, so that EVYAP can implement the results into their system. In addition, decision support mechanism was proposed by using Excel VBA Form. Result and comparison of EOQ, Optimal (Q, R) Model, (Q, R) with Type 1 Service Level and Twisted (Q, R) Model can be seen together from the Excel Form.
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